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Is a " problematic nature", but of a much more
complicated and subtle kind than that of the hero of
Spielhagen's famous nove!3 which held the mirror
up to the Europe of seventy years ago; he is the
Aladdin of Oehlenschlager transported to a very
modern world; an Aladdin in the most realistic
surroundings, an Aladdin spiritualized by the delicate
art of Niels Lyhne, and decked out with something
of the fantasy of that other Aladdin of the north,
Peer Gynt. Good fortune falls to Sidenius just as the
oranges fell into Aladdin's turban; but he, too, is
powerless to make that good fortune his own. The
simple truth is summed up in one sentence : " If, in
spite of all the success he enjoyed, he had not been
happy, it was because he would not, in the ordinary
sense of the word, be happy." (Lykke-Per. Hans
sidste Kaffsp, iv.)
Although Pontoppidan holds no flattering mirror
up to Danish national characteristics, his Lykke-Per is,
none the less, a deeply national book; in spite of
much tiui is distorted and exaggerated, it does reflect
the Darj Jh temperament, " the passionless Danish
folk with.' the pale eyes and the timid soul", as it had
never before been reflected.
Thu$ it had always been in Denmark.    One generation
after the other gruv up, red-cheeked and clear-eyed, free-
minded and strong   and one generation after the other has
sunk/ into the gr \A , broken, bent, always vanquished.    Itis
as if some hidcu u disease consumed the strength of the
nation, sucked o^the marrow of its best youth, and exposed
**    the (country as bt -,3ty to the lust of foreign conquest (fykke-
^     Perl Hans £yse til .Amerika, iii.).
Tljiese heroes of Pontoppidan's are 'tragic figures,
not Jbccause they do not get what they want: on the
contrary, in one sense they all enter their " promised
land" : but they are disillusioned when they get
therjc. "Ljkke-Per is one long tragedy of the lucky
mental who gets all he wants. It is the tragedy of
the! will which set in seriously, far back in the
nineteenth century in European literature, with

